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Introduction
Over the decades, immense research in Biomedicine has
been provided an accurate and deep understanding related to
lethal diseases such as Cancer, HIV and Myocardial infarction;
however, the complexity of disease and difference from
individual to individual, it is difficult to diagnose at early stage
and treatment. To fulfill the gap personalized medicine has
been introduced, which is defined as ‘tailoring or monitoring
of diagnosis and therapies to the genetic profile of an
individual’ [1]. In recent past, there is an increased interest in
Nanotechnology and nanomedicine, which refers to the study
of phenomena and the manipulation of matter at the atomic
and molecular level. The vision of this technology is to improve
productivity, health care, human potential and sociality issues
such as higher limits of sustainable development [2].
Nanoscience, evolved to the next levels and used as potential
environmental monitoring agents like nanostructured gas
sensors [3] and for medical applications, particularly as drug
delivery systems [4,5]. Personalized nanomedicine is designing
of novel nanomaterials with increased binding affinity,
controlled navigation, sustained release of drug, good
biocompatibility, and maximum therapeutic potential which
are crucial for effective theranostic approaches [6]. It may
defined as “combining noninvasive imaging with targeted drug
delivery seems to hold significant potential for personalizing
nanomedicine-based chemotherapeutic interventions, to
achieve delivery of the right drug to the right location in the
right patient at the right time” [7].
As the biomedical research progressed, tremendous
unconventional and promising strategies have been developed
and successfully tested for biomedical applications [8]. Cancer
is one of the deadliest diseases and a major challenge to the
researchers to find the closest way to deliver the drug at
targeted areas. Advances in personalized nanomedicine
addressed the issues like delivering enough drug to right area
[9]. Moreover, it provides new insights in understanding the
individual genomes to find out the endpoints to develop
strategies and therapies for multiple cancer genes.
Development of RNA interference based approaches is one of
the unconventional approaches that are effective in delivering
therapeutic agents than antibody based drugs [10]. Ovarian
cancer is one of the most reported cancers for which use of
single biomarker is not effective in rapid detection. Therefore,
an array is required to develop the multiple biomarkers to

increase the accuracy. Nano-enabling sensors would be
potential to detect the target biomarkers at even picomolar or
femtomolar (fM) level [11]. Even after many significant
breakthroughs in cancer studies, still there is lack of molecular
biomarkers for detecting the heritability and genetic cause of
some tumors [12]. Cancer targeted nanotechnology and
nanotheranostics may provide future developments of new
age treatment and diagnostic options against the one of the
most threats of humankind [13,14].
AIDS is the one of the major challenges to the mankind.
Though, antiretroviral therapy (ART) and highly active
antiretroviral therapy (HAART) have been successful as one of
the treatment options over the years, outcomes are limited by
several factors. Thus, nano-formulations are gaining attention
to solve these problems by delivering ART to the targeted
locations such as brain, lymphoid tissues, and monocytes/
macrophages [15]. Numerous studies focused on developing
new strategies for AIDS and HIV. Roy et al. reported that the
anti-HIV activity of the nanodrug was also significantly higher
compared to that of free drug [16] and they reported role of
multidrug resistance-associated protein (MRP) transporters
during HIV and TB infections [17]. Most ARV drugs have zero
delivery across the brain barrier; therefore, CNS serves as the
natural viral reserve for HIV. Personalized Nanomedicine
provides more effective, target specific, safe and controlled
drug delivery across the blood brain barriers [6,18]. For further
extension, Nair et al. has reported many advantages of
personalized nanaomedicine in treatment of neuroAIDS and
CNS disorders [19-22]. Only 30% of the Americans are using
the HAART properly and only half of the 14 million people are
eligible for HAATR therapy [23]. Kutscher et al. reported
macrophage targeted nanoparticles for antiretroviral therapy
in which the dose of nevirapine greatly reduced, limit side
effects and provide maximum ARV activity [24].
Designed nanoformulations are playing critical role in drug
addiction and abuse [20,25]. In a study, Rao et al. reported the
role of novel nanoformulations glutamate transporter
excitatory amino acid transporter 2 in treatment of drug
addiction [25]. Some studies reported that intracellular
magnetic nanoparticles are effective in hyperthermia has been
reported [26]. Bragazzi et al. reported the novel approach and
the role of nanogenomics and personalized nanomedicine in
kidney transplantation. They concluded that the data driving
approach by ab initio investigation improves the
understanding of the topic [27]. Nano enabled electrochemical
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β-A sensing technologies are widely using as a tool for
Alzheimer’s disease diagnosis and management [28].

14. Srivastava R (2015) Cancer Nanomedicine; Present Clinical

In conclusion, the evidences showed that personalized
Nanomedicine is a tool that can be used to develop new drugs
and delivery systems. Number of studies were reported
successful in vitro, however, most of them are reported
unsuccessful in pre-clinical and human models. More or less,
personalized nanomedicine is now a common tool for all,
further research in this integrative science is necessary to
move forward.
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